
Throttle courseGeschrieben von Christian Dauger - 15.03.2021 15:18_____________________________________Hallo !i have a problem with my g27 throttle, but it only happens in PnG !! neither GTL, nor GTR2 which however is the same thing !!I lose about a third of the pedal travel before I really accelerate! (sensitivity at 100% and dead zone at 0%) and I repeat, in Gtr2 it's immediate ...Do you have an idea ?Or could I look in the config files or there would be a problem but where?On the other hand I am looking for the line to remove the dirt on the windshieldThanks============================================================================Aw: Throttle courseGeschrieben von Niko - 16.03.2021 19:48_____________________________________Christian Dauger schrieb:Hallo !i have a problem with my g27 throttle, but it only happens in PnG !! neither GTL, nor GTR2 which however is the same thing !!I lose about a third of the pedal travel before I really accelerate! (sensitivity at 100% and dead zone at 0%) and I repeat, in Gtr2 it's immediate ...Do you have an idea ?Or could I look in the config files or there would be a problem but where?On the other hand I am looking for the line to remove the dirt on the windshieldThanksHave you tried sensitivity at 50%?============================================================================Aw: Throttle courseGeschrieben von Christian Dauger - 17.03.2021 18:41_____________________________________Niko schrieb:Christian Dauger schrieb:Hallo !i have a problem with my g27 throttle, but it only happens in PnG !! neither GTL, nor GTR2 which however is the same thing !!I lose about a third of the pedal travel before I really accelerate! (sensitivity at 100% and dead zone at 0%) and I repeat, in Gtr2 it's immediate ...Do you have an idea ?Or could I look in the config files or there would be a problem but where?On the other hand I am looking for the line to remove the dirt on the windshieldThanksHave you tried sensitivity at 50%?It doesn't change anything!0 or 100 are the same (better at 0 but does not change anything on the course)it's not really 1/3 but it's annoying!============================================================================
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